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Excavations through a barrier beach at Montrose on the north-east coast of Scotland revealed a coarse gravel beneath
the surface. Within the tidally driven zone of the water table this is sufficientlycemented to impede penetration and
to bend sheet steel piling emplaced to support the excavations. The remarkable feature of this cement is that it is a
microbial biofilm and contains no mineral material. This is the first record of biofilms forming in coarse sediments
and imparting such high strength characteristics, and also of their formation in what is essentially a vadoseenvironment. A high phosphorous content may have implications for the development of phosphate cements elsewhere.
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Microbial biofilms are common in sediments (DEFARGE et al.,
1996) and have been implicated not only in the precipitation
of a variety of minerals in contrasting environments (DEFARGE et al., 1996, BRAITHWAITE et al., 1989, BRAITHWAITE
and ZEDEF, 1996) but also in trapping and binding fine
grained siliciclastic sediments and preventing or retarding
erosion (FRANKEL and MEAD, 1973, PATERSON, 1989), providing surface stability even after the generating organisms
have died (Vos et al., 1988).
In 1991, excavations through a barrier beach at Montrose
on the north-east coast of Scotland encountered "unforeseen
ground conditions" sufficient to impede penetration and
therefore bend sheet steel piling emplaced to support open
trenches. Subsequent investigations showed that unconsolidated sands at the surface overlie coarse gravels cemented
by extensive biofilms that impart a significant mechanical
strength.

FIELD DESCRIPTION
Montrose lies on the north-east coast of Scotland, approximately midway between Dundee and Aberdeen. The town is
built on a barrier beach that defines the seaward margin of
the estuarine Montrose Basin (Figure 1). The river south Esk
drains into this basin and opens to the sea through the barrier south of the town. Formerly this was through two channels separated by a small island but the most southerly chan97099 received 21 July 1996; accepted in revision 20 February 1998.

nel was closed and filled some years ago to facilitate harbour
development. The present beach is sand, backed north of the
town by vegetated wind-blown dunes.
Excavations, by Lilley Construction Scotland Ltd., were to
place a 900-1200mm diameter concrete pipe below HWM on
the north side of the harbour to provide a new sewer outlet.
The pipe was to be laid in sections by excavating a series of
trenches, each approximately 10m long, 2m wide, and 5m
deep, collectively extending approximately 150m. The substrate was thought to consist of unconsolidated sands and
gravels, and trenches were supported against collapse and
tidal waters by sheet piling. The water table, at Om OD, fluctuates over a range of I-2m depending upon the state of the
tide. Because trenches were filled sequentially as works were
completed, no additional examination or sampling was possible.
Two distinct layers were encountered in excavations, an
upper layer, 1-1.5m thick comprising loose beach sands and
gravels, and a dark coloured lower layer at least 3m thick,
comprising cemented sands and gravels. Gravel (grains
>2mm diameter) forms 57-78% of the lower layer, with up
to 27% of grains >60mm. The remainder consists of fine to
medium sand, with a mean size of 1OD-600ll-m. Less than 2%
of the deposit falls below 60ll-m.
The gravels are locally grain supported, consisting of wellrounded boulders, up to 200mm maximum diameter, set in a
medium sand matrix. Many boulders carry the curved percussion marks characteristic of beach pebbles. The top of the
cemented lower layer lies within the zone of tidal fluctuation.
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Figure 2. SEM photograph of microbial filaments and cells. Note desiccated biofilm. forming the background and coating grain surfaces.
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Figure 1. Location of Montrose with the general configuration of the
Montrose Bar and Basin and position of the locality described. Grid intervals in kilometres.

spherules seen in thin
gitudinal perforations
form. Most are simply
structures which have

section commonly contain ragged lonand never show well defined crystal
coatings around probably filamentous
since disappeared (Figure 4).

Mineralogy

Petrography
The sands are well-sorted with sub-rounded grains retaining high porosity. Quartz is the dominant mineral, accompanied by feldspars and micas, with a variety of lithic grains
including fragments of Highland granitic and metamorphic
rocks, lavas, and a few small shell fragments. Examination
with a binocular microscope reveals white radiating spherular clusters of elongate structures, resembling crystals, scattered on grain surfaces. In thin section these 'spherules' are
300-600fLm in diameter but the 'crystal' shapes are merely
empty shells and there are apparently no crystals within
them. The surfaces of spherules are irregular but most carry
a coating which appears amorphous in polarized light but
which gives a faint pink fluorescence in ultra-violet light.
Some spherules are centered on siliciclastic grains while others originate in pore throats and radiate into adjacent pores.
However, they are not sufficiently numerous to form an effective cement.
SEM examination reveals a widespread microbial biofilm
coating all grain surfaces. Because of the circumstances in
which they were collected, samples were not specially treated
and the biofilm is consequently often desiccated. However,
locally it is associated with filaments that may be cyanobacteria (Figure 2) and with ovoid or discoid bodies which are
probably bacteria (Figure 3). These are not common and the
volume of the biofilm is apparently far greater than that of
the organisms assumed to have generated it. These components together form the cementing medium. The radiating

EDX analyses of the coatings (Figure 5) show a prominant
phosphorous peak with lesser amounts of AI, Si, Ca and Fe,
these minor components probably recording the compositions
of underlying grains. The coatings were separated from the
coarser sand by gentle crushing and sieving. Repeated XRD
analyses, and heating, established only a broad diffuse curve
with no peaks and failed to identify any mineral structure.
Analyses of the "spherules" gave similar results. EDX spectra

Figure 3. SEM photograph of ?bacterial cells on surface of biofilm.
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Figure 5. EDX spectrum of gra in coating.

Figure 4. SEM photograph of part of a "spherule". Note the hollow
moulds of radiating tubes (?filaments).

are dominated by phosphorous with a small K peak and less
Fe, but these variations may not reflect any fundamental differences in composition.

DISCUSSION
DEFARGE et at. (1996 ) pointed out that most descriptions
of benthic microbial communities refer to the production of
large amounts of mucilage, comprising microfibrillar polysaccharides that form three-dimensional networks . These networks are important in a variety of organosedimentary deposits providing sediment cohesion (NEUMANN et al., 1970 )
and resistance to erosion (DADE et al., 1990). Here, sediments
are tightly bound and en masse have a strength comparable
with that of many minerally cemented sands.
No mineral phase has been detected within the biofilms.
The domination of these by phosphorous and the relative lack
of calcium suggests that it is unlikely that carbonates would
form by any direct crystallization process or that any phos phate mineral that might form would be the calcium hydroxyapatite typical of sedimentary phosphorites. However, it raises the possibility that biofilms might act as precursors to
phosphatic fibrous colloform cements (BRAITHWAITE, 1968,
1980). Sea-water is generally undersaturated with respect to
phosphate, containing on average only about 70ppb. Nearsurface waters in particular are everywhere strongly depleted
by biological uptake (BENTOR, 1980) which here is represented by the biofilms. This is therefore a potentially important concentration of phosphorous particularly in the light of
the perception that phosphates are characteristic of relative
anoxia. SHOLKOWITZ (1973 ) found up to 7500ppb of phosphorous in interstitial waters of anoxic sediments in the Santa
Barbara basin off California. Phosphorous values were highest where dissolved oxygen in bottom waters were least. However, LOUGHMAN (1984) presented evidence suggesting deposition of Jurassic phosphorites close to an oxygen minimum
zone rather than in fully anoxic conditions. SUMMERHAYES

et at. (1972) regarded massive short-term organic productiv-

ity as the first order control on phosphate concentration. As
the detritus from this begins to decompose it strips oxygen
from bottom waters, resulting in anoxia.
The pore-waters at Montrose are probably similar to seawater. Although there may be fresh-water dilution by drainage of the basin through the barrier and this may carry agricultural contamination by both nitrates and phosphates the
basin drains at low water and refills predominantly with seawater. The barrier is too small and low lying to support its
own fresh -water lens. The process of precipitation at Montrose therefore probably involves normal sea -water with low
phosphorous and low organic content and , importantly, the
environment is not anoxic .
The samples investigated contain both filaments and cellular bodies which are probably bacterial. The "spherules" superficially resemble crystals but no organized crystal structure has been identified and it seems likely that they also
represent coatings on radiating bundles of cyanobacterial filaments. However, recognizable cells form only a small proportion of the extensive polysaccharide films and these therefore differ from examples elsewhere (PEDLEY 1992, 1994;
BRAITHWAITE and ZEDEF, 1996, DEFARGE et al., 1996) .

CONCLUSIONS
Beach gravels at Montrose on the east coast of Scotland
are cemented by microbially precipitated biofilms which provide a significant mechanical strength. This is the first record
of biofilms forming in coarse sediments and imparting such
high strength characteristics, and also of their formation in
what is essentially a vadose environment. The biofilms concentrate phosphorous and similar films may eleswhere provide an environment in which fibrous 'colloform' phosphatic
cements are able to grow.
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